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Light is one of essential elements not only for architectural design, but also for us to satisfy both physiological and psychological needs during our daily life.

Research demonstrates that 80% information we obtained from the external world is by visual sense. Thus, light is an orientation for spatial cognition that enables people to have balanced visual psychology. However, it is a challenge for people who suffer from mental diseases. The main purpose of my thesis is exploring relationships between light and spaces, therefore, researching spatial impressions and psychological effects to create a healing environment for psychiatric patients, especially for children and adolescents in view of my experiences.

Studying references and statistics was my initial task in order to realize real demands of psychiatric patients and acquire deep knowledge about light, space, psychology, and healing environment. Besides of analysis, physical model is the tool to research and present directly. Meanwhile, computer modelling and digital visualization inform people rationally with evidence-based design.

The proposal is considered to be a child and adolescent psychiatry department (BUP), which belongs to the new construction for psychiatric care in Norra Älvsborgs Länsjukhus. Under Swedish context, I will consider the daylight design in different layers. Main focus is the healing environment for children and teenagers, which will be in an appropriate way both for physical and psychological health.

By my work, spaces with daylight design are hopefully applied to dwellings, care centres, and relevant organizations as suggestions. Giving feedback to rising public attention on healthcare system, an expanding thinking for future architecture is necessary and visualized.
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1 Introduction
Purpose, aim and result?
Background?
Methods and process?
O
c ening

Healing light, is more than physical health.

My work of this thesis is exploring relationships between light and space, researching spatial impressions, and creating a healthy and convenient daily environment by daylight design for adolescents with mental illnesses.

A proposal of the psychiatry department for children and adolescents is my result. According to the plan of the new psychiatry construction in connection with Norra Älvsborgs Länsjukhus, besides of inpatient necessary facilities, additional part can be living spaces for parents, one small-scale school, staff area, etc.
**BACKGROUND**

Why I choose daylight design?

Daylight is so essential that it has been stressed for long time in most research fields.

On one hand, for architecture design, light always plays a significant role regardless of times. There is no doubt that every architect takes light into consideration of his/her projects, and some masters even design architecture for “light”. On the other hand, light is a basic element that influencing our physical and mental health.

I always believe that a good architecture must talk to local context. Since daylight environment in Sweden is crucial for architectural design which also is a difficult factor to deal, I want to challenge myself and hope to realise certain satisfying result.

Why I focus on children and adolescents?

I had visited a special school several times with my friends during my bachelor study. Handicapped children study and live here. Maybe they couldn’t have complete physical or mental health, however most of them enjoy their lives and try to stay positive attitudes while fighting with different illnesses. I noticed that it is difficult to understand the behaviour of psychiatric children, which thanks to their different thinking and psychology. However, spaces they were using could not meet their needs or were low-qualified for healing. So I think it is time for me to help them in an architectural view.

**METHOD & PROCESS**

Document study was the start of my work plan. I read and analysed relevant literature, articles, references, statistics(light and space, lighting design, visual psychology, environmental psychology, general lifestyle of target group, obstacles and real needs, healthcare projects, light application in healthcare buildings...), and try to find some answers to the theoretical problems. Also, the site and background investigation was basic task, which included analysis and summary.

Then I set out to design the whole psychiatric hospital. This mainly aimed at flows design and functional arrangement since my focus was only one part of whole building. Considering of local daylight condition in site layer, I proposed the building direction and architectural form.

When it came to the daylight study, I decided my main focus on single patient room and developed it by the physical model study and daylight stimulation. Since the typology is Research by Design, a mass of physical models were made to display different relevant factors, which is more direct and sensible for analysis and conclusion.

After that, I began the design of child and adolescent psychiatry department(BUP). As the result of my study, examples of the healing environment within BUP were demonstrated. Further, I hope that the conclusion from my thesis can be design suggestions and applied to other cases which are not only psychiatric hospital but also residential architecture, care centres, etc.
2  NORTH ÄLVSBO RG C O U NTY HOS P I T AL AND NEW PSYCHIATRY
"A hospital in continuous development for the benefit of the patient."
----- NU Healthcare Vision
2.1 NÄL

North Älvsborg County Hospital, in short as NÄL, is located in Trollhättan which is the seat of Trollhättan Municipality, Västra Götaland County, Sweden.

The hospital built in 1980 and finished in 1988, is a merger of two hospitals in Trollhättan and Vanersborg. Here are the Västra Götaland largest emergency department and a complete county health care.

NÄL is situated in a tranquil natural environment that is approximately 4 kilometers northwest of the center of Trollhättan. It is convenient for long-distance visitors by intercity traffic, meanwhile, it is easily reachable by bus or car in surrounding regions.

E.g. Gothenburg Centralstation --- 40min train --- Trollhättan Centralstation --- 20min bus --- NÄL

2.2 NU HOSPITAL GROUP

As one of four hospital groups within Region Västra Götaland, NU hospital group consists of North Älvsborg County Hospital (NÄL) in Trollhättan, Uddevalla Hospital and Brinkåsen Hospital, but also serves 50 other supply points in the immediate area.

With 5500 employee, NU hospital group provides specialised healthcare and medical services in different levels for 280,000 inhabitants throughout Västra Götaland. The patients come mainly from Fyrbodal’s 14 municipalities and Lilla Edet.
2.3 Current Psychiatry Situation

Psychiatry by four departments at NÅL are located in Building E at level 4, 5, 6, Building D level 5, Building B level 5, and Building H level 6. Building E were added in the final stages when the decision was taken to psychiatry that its emergency operations would move to NÅL.

Two departments are situated in Brinkåsen Hospital. The placement of these departments is not optimal with regard for logistics and that they are placed in a forensic psychiatric field.

Children’s Psychiatric Emergency and Policy Department is currently placed in the external premises. Logistics and safety are difficult to satisfy.

Weaknesses

Patient and Personnel Security

The outdoor movements for company-needed patients may involve staff into unsafe working situations. One the other hand, it is non-ideal for department layout that the current psychiatry location is on three floors with entrance on the ground floor. All flows are crossing and chaotic in the hospital’s general corridor which can result in a safety hazard.

Architectural Weaknesses

Generally speaking, the design as a whole does not contribute to a dignified care. For example, few single-patient rooms, lack of courtyard, and enclosed balconies with grilles are inappropriate and low-efficient during healing process. More patients can only go out with the staff. Due to less possibility of privacy, patients prevent the conversation between caregiver and patients.
2.4 New Psychiatry

In May 13, 2014, Regional Council adopted a development policy documents for specialist psychiatric care in the Västra Götaland region. With a vision of “A psychiatry at the forefront”, the goal is that people with mental illnesses or disabilities have access to equal, knowledge-based, safe health care of good quality.

In June 17, 2015, NU hospital group conducted a feasibility study for a new psychiatry unit, which is a separate building with all care gathered at ground level to provide the basis for better safeguarding integrity.

New construction of a psychiatric hospital in connection to NÄL somatic care provides the best conditions for patients to receive care. It can be created as a healing environment for these patients in a better way than that did for somatic care.

The aim is to design a bright, peaceful and harmonious building that has rooms with plenty of natural light and beautiful views. A healing environment for body and soul.

The building has a great emphasis on creating an environment in accordance with research and feasibility study. The design has the potential to pursue a modern and stimulating care with attractive and optimal working atmosphere. Besides, sustainability is also stressed for providing spatial durability in the long term.
3 INSPIRATION FROM LITERATURE
HEALING ENVIRONMENT

DAYLIGHT

PSYCHIATRIC CARE

CHILD & ADOLESCENT
3.1 **Daylight — Space & Perception**

**Daylight, Space**

Since I try to use the natural light as an architectural design tool, I need to understand the basic relationship between daylight and space.

Rather than the vacant part that enclosed by various substance, space is more spiritual existence. Among all relevant matters, light is one of most changeable but essential factor for shaping space, especially on psychological aspect. In fact, the space that is revealed by light can be regarded as “light space” that is a field that generated by the contrast and difference. Thus, the complete architectural environment is cooperated by both matter space and light space.

So, how to use natural light sources to create lightscape?

There are 4 main light properties as design methods: Quantity, Variation, Distribution, and Depth of field. The quantity of natural light is more about indoor illumination. Variation always give space rich expression and characteristics. Well distribution leads to a continuous environment from the exterior to the interior. Comparing to previous properties, the depth of field is more controllable and the result can be obvious and direct.

**Daylight, Space, Perception**

How people see their environment?
How people react to their environment?

These two questions demonstrate that there is a certain gap between the external environment and the internal world.

Our perceptions are different from each other because of two facts. One is a layer of “symbolic value”. Facing the entire external information, people always pick up only part of information by sensory organs. This already exist in our subliminal level due to instinctive abilities. Thus, the thoughtless action is the first step to differ each person’s perception. The other one is a level of filtering. Diverse filters influence our mind such as past experiences and present expectations.

Overall, although it is hardly possible to change these facts only by architectural design, creating a good environment that can be perceived by most people is still feasible since architects have been offering people spaces for such a long time.

Focus on daylight design, my work is not changing people’s perception but giving opportunities to them for better living experience, even enhancing their life qualities.
3.2 Psychiatric care — Nature & Health

Psychiatric care, Nature
Nature as Healer.
As one of environmental design elements in psychiatric care, nature has stress-reducing or restorative effects.
During European history, Pastoralism had been revived that the therapeutic connection between medicines and outdoor environment was raised and gardens were regarded as places of body and spiritual restoration.

Psychiatric care, Nature, Health
Nature and space reinforce each other tightly and the outcome of which has enormous implications on mental health during patients' cure process.
An essential component of any inpatient mental health facility should be direct, yet secure access by patients to the outdoors. The flow between indoor space and external nature is also important to create various experiences, which benefits the architectural design in certain aspects.
Natural distractions not only fulfil people biological and psychological needs, but also promote patients healing conditions. No matter through which way, even only short-term visual contacts with nature, the speed of cure and result of treatment will be faster and better. There are even several therapies that based on nature involvement such as Milieu therapy and horticultural therapy. Thus, a healing garden is one alternative approach within daylight design to support garden therapies.
3.3 Healthcare for Children and Adolescents --- Behaviour & Needs

**Patient Group**

According to NU Hospital Group, BUP in this new psychiatry will help children who is a ged between 10 and 18 years.

**Adolescents**

The WHO defines an adolescent as someone who is aged between 10 and 19 years. Adolescents develop physically and emotionally at different rates. Assessing the needs of every individual is therefore paramount.

**Needs of Young People**

Different from children, young people have been gradually shaping their perception and the way of interacting with outer world. Thus, their behaviour and needs are becoming rational and diverse while their emotion and mind are more mature and complicated.

**A wish list:**

- a youth work project;
- a young people’s special interest/working group (for staff);
- a young people’s committee (for patients);
- an outdoor area for patients;
- a young people’s unit or youth room with a kitchen facility;
- a playroom – separate from the under-10s;
- appropriate décor and furniture for all ages;
- a suggestion box or graffiti board;
- patient information boards in each area;
- appropriate entertainment for all ages;
- an internet café with health advice/support worker;
- a “trendy” food area that attracts young people;
- a gym.
Spaces for Youth

According to needs of young people, the special spaces for youth are integral. In this thesis, I want to achieve the promotion of diverse activities to enhance youth’s life qualities, which are leisure therapy, youth work, and play.

Sense-sensitive Design

One necessary cure method for psychiatric patients is sense-sensitive therapy. When it comes to architectural design, there are several practical strategies such as sensory stimulation room, snoezelen room, and full-spectrum lighting. Sensory stimulation room and snoezelen room are similar and both for lifting patients’ spatial perception and increase various experiences. As to full-spectrum lighting, it is an efficient tool to simulate daylight environment and good for overall improved performance.

Youth work

“Youth work changes lives. It provides opportunities for young people in a wide range of settings. It allows them to influence and shape their lives and the services available to them. There are few more important investments than in the future of young people, and few better ways of delivering change than through good youth work.”

——David Blunkett, the Secretary of State for Education and Employment, 2001

Play

Play and interaction are recommended for all age children, including adolescents.

First, it is crucial to balance the contrast. A noisy indoor play area is needed, while a quiet indoor play area for activities such as reading and sitting at a computer is set. Also, a healing environment for adolescents contains not only an outside play area for patients and visitors but also an interior entertainment area.

Besides, leading patients to experience by architectural design is advantageous, such as playing with the natural elements (earth, wind, water, air), encouragement of movements (running, jumping, rolling, climbing), manipulating natural materials, etc.
During the literature study, I focused on three topics which are daylight, psychiatric care, and (children and) adolescent. Then I found out that each two of them can interrelate closely and interact deeply, thus it came to three design visions------ nature(corresponding to daylight), mental health (corresponding to psychiatric care), needs (corresponding to adolescent).

Following these visions, a diagram was generated. The central theme is healing environment, and there are five contents in every visions respectively which can be conducted by architectural design methods.
Then, I picked up the contents that I want to achieve in this thesis under each category. Meanwhile, these contents also connect certain goals which are ideal daylight conditions, flowing space between the indoor and outdoor nature, basic psychiatric care needs, enhancement of all senses, spatial diversity, balance of privacy and public, etc.
4 CASE STUDY
Sou Fujimoto Architects

CASE 1 CHILDREN’S CENTER FOR PSYCHIATRIC REHABILITATION
2006, Hokkaid, Japan
Constructed Area: 2,536 sqm
Gross Area: 14,590 sqm

Introduction
This is the treatment centre for mentally disturbed children where they live together to get regaining their mental health. Rather than a very special building, it is a truly rich-life space that like a large house and also like a small city. This is a proposal of a precise planning but accidental landscape with the method of being random. Moving a box delicately, the plan can be flexibly packed just because it is random in both positional and functional aspect. A surely irregular alcove-place is produced between the boxes placed at random. It can be said that there is nothing center here, and conversely, it can be said that there is a countless center.
Project Inspiration

Such a rich-life spatial complex can be regarded as a favourable example of healing environment with diverse means. It is a showcase that how the architect integrated daily spaces into a professional care institution. For instance, on the 2nd level, the fusion of play area, educational places, consulting rooms and outdoor gives patients a great deal of spatial experience that can avoid serious atmosphere. The irregular alcove-place in-between each boxes also is an exhibition of the mixture of private rooms and social areas.

As to “relative centre”, it is a result of flows and motion involving all stakeholders. These virtual centres are outcomes of different field’s effects according to the property of users, which always interchanges and changes. There is one special situation referring to daylight conditions, which happens more possibly in common area that reflecting to time, season and local context.
Case 2 Helsingør Psychiatric Hospital
2005, Helsingør, Denmark
Construction Area: 6,000 sqm

Introduction
This project is a psychiatric clinic which extends an existing general hospital near Helsingør. The design follows the asymmetrical cross-shaped plan on two levels, merging into the landscape at the ends of each arm. On the lower floor – the part of the clinic where patients stay overnight – each room is given a view outwards, and the space between the rooms creates irregularly shaped indoor sharing spaces. On the upper floor – in the public treatment section – a bridge from the main hospital building arrives in the centre of a cluster of treatment rooms. This circulation enables solving conflicting requirements: to be centralized, but with private, decentralized accommodation for patients, to provide a sense of freedom within a controlled environment and to guarantee privacy within a social atmosphere.
Project Inspiration

Since this project is creative in both architectural form and functional layout, I studied the programme as reference. This plan shape is a good way to interact with the landscape, which importing more daylight from different directions along the sun path. Despite of unsafe factors, the ending corners offer more privacy for patients. The guarantee of views towards outside for every room realises better healing environment especially for ward area.

It is inspiring that enlarging and making use of the space between patient rooms, which can be called “wide common corridor”, is beneficial both spatial qualities and balance of personal and social characters. The decentralisation of ward is also a method to decrease hospital-feeling. In addition, indoor activity area brings outdoor qualities in that builds normal daily environment.
White Arkitekter

CASE 3 NEW ACUTE PSYCHIATRY, ÖSTRA HOSPITAL
2009, Gothenburg, Sweden
Gross Area: 18,800 sqm

Introduction
It is quite clear that the buildings' aesthetics and function play a major role in the recovery process. During the design, Architects have based upon three concepts: garden, heart, and residential group. The Garden. An oasis is surrounded by buildings. “Sheltered outdoor area” has been given a freer role. The Heart. The central area of the ward department with living room, kitchen, dining room, activity room and department station grouped around a small glazed conservatory. Residential Group. The traditional Swedish glazed veranda has inspired the social corner in the residential group (4-5 people). The residential group is visible from the “heart”, but can be separated and used for patients with similar diagnoses.
Project Inspiration

As described in this project, architects want to create a spatial line to guide patients from their personal space to normal daily environment by garden, heart, and residential group.

Since my focus includes daylight, the garden concept set certain examples for me. Also, the chapter “Green is beautiful” in Architecture as Medicine by White Arkitekter inspired me about how architects use green spaces to create healing environment and how to merge different natural elements into the psychiatry department.

The Heart, which is the form of leisure functional rooms surrounding a green house, is beneficial for cure process and shaping daily spatial impressions. Moreover, this care unit plan inspired me for programme study.

From the residential group concept, I had a idea to design multi-functional rooms for youth because of the conclusion of the literature study. These spaces can be used for learning, discussion, chatting, and leisure activities.
Introduction

The new Psychiatric Clinic is part of the Southern Älvsborgs Hospital (SÄS), and includes inpatient wards and an emergency department for both the Adult Psychiatry (about 80 beds) and for the Children and Adolescent Psychiatry (about 10 beds). Other services are a rehabilitation unit and a joint administrative unit. The program is broken down into smaller units and the building adapts to the site. The interior space offers diverse views towards nature. The architecture puts the patient in focus that offering a welcoming participatory healthcare environment. All patient rooms are single rooms with private balconies that open to the surrounding nature.
Project Inspiration
This project is a try based on sunlight conditions which has great relevance to my daylight study. The building is designed and orientated to take maximum advantage of natural light. Considering of morning daylight, the courtyards are toward the east. From the site plan, it is obvious that the orientation of new building also speaks to the existing hospital.

The method that breaking down the functional volume and creating small scale units in form of strips integrates into the topography and pine tree forest, which is similar to Helsingør Psychiatric Hospital. It also provides more opportunities for patients, visitors, and staff to interact with outdoor nature.
Introduction
The proposal is fitted respectfully in structure of the existing buildings on site. Building and green spaces enrich each other in a mutually dependent symbiosis. The smaller scale buildings are transferred to the new building and expressed in a symphony of pitched roofs and gables reminiscent of a small village with low-dense dwellings. This gesture also adds a subtle, non-institutional appearance. The human scale and the worthy meeting between people are reflected in the project that is subdivided into smaller sections that are arranged in a checkerboard-like pattern.


**Project Inspiration**

The pitched-roof wooden house is a reasonable architectural prototype that meets various needs of inpatient psychiatric care such as human scale, relaxed atmosphere, being closer to nature, respect to local context, etc. The type of roof also has possibilities of creating a variety of spaces with home feeling rather than the institutional atmosphere. Multi-courtyard and low-rise typology achieve spaces within nature. Since the emphasis on empathy and openness, the interior design provides patients with experiences through a constant presence of different natural elements. Thus, the common corridor or sharing spaces reach the goal of sense-sensitive design that lift patients’ life qualities by daily motions.
Introduction
From 2006 to 2008, in response to the government's decision to guarantee day-care for all children, total 6 kindergartens were built. According to the general concept, kindergartens are organised in a number of longitudinal zones that contribute to a soft transition from the exterior to the interior spaces. This concept also guarantees the possibility of having multifunctional rooms. In the first two kindergartens, each unit is furnished with two adjustable playing walls that are hinged in the centre. The walls contain a variety of playing elements, shelves, drawers, pull-out furniture, whiteboard walls, climbing walls, puppet shows, etc. In the four more recent kindergartens the wall theme is further experimented with playing features with diverse spatiality and use integrated into a fixed wall.
**Project Inspiration**

How to PLAY?

This project starts from one simple method --- wall --- and generates a play system. As I conclude before, play is essential for all age children. The playing wall system expresses the idea that how to transform the constructional element into sense-sensitive design. It is not only a matter space, but also records of daily behaviour and the reflection of mental growth. By architectural view, the playing wall breaks the rule of ordinary wall and contents multi-purposes, which is attractive and inspiring to children. In addition, the social and gathering spaces that created by this system are characteristic of enjoyment and educational.
The plan for the building is based on a concept that the care has been organised into function blocks, which cover both outpatient and inpatient care. Many facilities communicate by several activities within shared rooms, such as day rooms for parents, conference rooms and certain treatment rooms. Parents and siblings are important for a child’s well-being and recovery. A care bed really means two beds – one for the child and one for a parent staying overnight. The relatives’ apartment at the hospital also offers options to enable the rest of the family to stay for short or long periods. The buildings’ austere external appearance links up with other blocks and buildings in the hospital complex. The interior and garden are designed more informally with a richer interplay of colours.
Project Inspiration

The overlapping zones in-between different departments provide patients, visitors and caregivers with chances of communication and cooperation, which promote the work efficiency and research quality. It is general and flexible that people can exchange experiences and co-work in these spaces with prospective value. Furthermore, sharing zones can be applied in each department that permeate as smaller scale. Supporting leisure therapies bestows additional values on these common places. In terms of BUP programme, the clear family perspective is crucial that can be realised in both single patient rooms and apartment ward.

The contrast of different materials and architectural forms pays the respects to the whole hospital context while creates attractive environment for children.
5 NEW PSYCHIATRY PROJECT
5.1 Program Study

**Gross Area**  12900 sqm (include transport area)

The feasibility study proposes a new separate building with all care gathered at ground level. A limited portion on another level for the unit's staff, facilities and administration.

The project mainly includes entrance, emergency department, general psychiatry department, BUP department (child and adolescent psychiatry department), ECT, and administration & staff facilities.

Technology rooms are not included in the gross area.
**General Psychiatry** 7000sqm  
Including 6 departments.  
Each department has same program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Area (sqm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WARD</td>
<td>2100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINGLE PATIENT</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APARTMENT ROOM</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NECESSARY FUNCTIONAL SPACES</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day Room/Common area</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitchen/Dining</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department expedition</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity room</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meeting room</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examination/Consulting room</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Therapy/Treatment room</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workstation</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conference/Team room</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor/Therapist's room</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff zone</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fika room</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wardrobe/Changing room</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restraint room</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug room</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laundry room</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meditation room</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage/Hygiene room/Toilets</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Public Spaces** 650sqm

- **Restaurant**: 150
- **Kitchen**: 75
- **Lecture Room**: 100
- **Library/Information**: 50
- **Seminar room**: 60
- **Psychology Room**: 60

**ECT** 350sqm

**Main Entrance** 500sqm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Area (sqm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entrance Hall</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reception</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wardrobe/Changing room</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waiting area</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library/Information centre</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cafe</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shop</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacy</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HWC/Showroom</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visitor HWC</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visiting room</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kid’s visiting room</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparation room</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment room</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test WC</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workstation</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conference/Team room</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor/Therapist’s room</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff room</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fika room</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wardrobe/Changing room</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restraint room</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug room</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laundry room</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meditation room</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage/Hygiene room/Toilets</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Administration & Staff Facilities** 850sqm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Area (sqm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wardrobe/Changing room</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety deposit box room</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offices</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff training room</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open landscape office</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copy room</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archives room</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fika room</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common area</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meeting room</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seminar room</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Care planning</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department expedition</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff zone</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Emergency** 1100sqm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Area (sqm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entrance Hall</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reception</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wardrobe/Changing room</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interview room</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examination/Consulting room</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparation room</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Therapy/Operation room</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation room</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waking area</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day room/ Common area</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meeting room</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pause room</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police station</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department expedition</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff zone</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug room</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meditation room</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean/Hygiene/Sterile Storage</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toilets</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking room</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2 Vision

**A Healing Environment**
- Context Integrate
- Good Qualities
- Balanced Qualities

Due to the consideration of harmonious, tranquil inpatient environment, the prototype of double-pitched roof wooden house has been used, which also fits the human scale. Besides of a bright, peaceful atmosphere, the building has spaces with plenty of daylight and beautiful views towards nature. During various diagnoses and care process, patients have different needs both for the quiet and privacy. It is equally important to create places for community and social interaction.

**Safety & Attractiveness**
- the Public
- Staff

The design has the potential to pursue a modern and stimulating care with attractive working environment for staff which can be essential to attract skilled people to work here. It is also important to create good transparent and secured circumstances which is reassuring for staff.

**Flexibility & Generality**
- In Different Scales

Several functions may use the same type of room, and to plan and build with this basic idea provides durability in the long term. As for the administrative offices, that should be considered as activity-based workplaces. Being able to choose the type of work that you need at the moment is encouraged.

**Renovation & Response**

To make up for the lack of present psychiatry departments, the new building have the need of renovation and response to requirements for modern psychiatric care, which will mainly get feedback from the healing environment.
5.3 Site Analysis

Site Situation
Conclusion of Traffic Analysis:
- Emergency flow with ambulance is valuable and easy to be extend. No need for new ambulance garage.
- It is convenient for patients, visitors and staff to go there either by car or bus.
- Diverse walking and biking paths are good for healthy promoting which should be kept.
- For public arriving: take advantage of the connecting point of different flows.
- For functional layout: inpatient ward---closer to low-noise area
**Conclusion of Nature:**
- The nature contains rich pine tree, planting area, and lawn. Starting from sustainability and respect, keep it as much as possible and use the chopped wood as materials for facade, decoration, etc.

**Conclusion of Trollhättan Sunpath:**
- Keep local daylight condition in mind which is the essence of daylight study. Consider of time and season difference.
- Influence on building orientation, functional arrangement, etc.
**Conclusion of Topography:**
- Use height differences to merge the building into the nature.
- Pine tree forest with gentle slopes helps to create tranquil and peaceful living environment, thus make whole building interact with nature such as multi-courtyards, especially in ward area.
Typologies in Site

Connections

Conclusion of Building Features:
- Use similar building features to speak to the existing hospital, such as architectural typologies, facade design, materials, window elements, etc.
- Consider the connecting points with main hospital and the most important of which is the supply flow.
5.4 Site Design

Function Arrangement

- Ambulance flow
- Entrances: LEVEL 1 (+91.500)
  Emergency Department
  Emergency of BUP

- Main entrance: LEVEL 2 (+96.000)
  Entrance hall
  Vehicle flows
  Parking plot

- Administration & Staff
- Culvert
- Connecting point
  Kitchen in the administration on Level 2

Flows

- Main entrance
  Over the bridge
  Pedestrian from bus flow
  Motional radiation
  (walking time: <1 min)

- Inpatient ward
  General psychiatry & BUP
  Low-noise surroundings
  In forest

- Inpatient ward
  General psychiatry & BUP
  Therapeutic surroundings
  Nature

Preferred Typologies
- Low-rise multi-courtyard:
  human scale volume / possibilities of more daylight / access to nature / cohesiveness
- Figer plan (low-rise):
  better daylight condition / access to nature / motional zoning
- Unbundled:
  better daylight condition / access to nature / sharing circulation
Daylight Design --- Site Layer

Solution 1

- Summer Sunpath
  Considering of the longest daylight time, using long blocks facing south with enough nature gaps inbetween to gain as more light as possible.

- Winter Sunpath
  Considering of the shortest daylight time, beveling corners of long blocks and forming them as gradient descent in length.

- Morning Sunpath
  Considering of the best daylight period --- morning daylight, rotating some blocks and connecting with other parts for access and circulation.

Solution 2 --- Revised Solution

- Winter Sunpath:
  Considering of the shortest daylight time, arrange the same-distance gap inbetween departments. Then, stagger each department in same distance to guarantee enough daylight.

- Morning Sunpath:
  For best daylight period --- morning daylight, adding connections between each other for access and circulation with courtyards between every two blocks.

Too Long travel distance
5.5 Concept

1. Functional blocks:
   Create functional blocks according to the area of each department.

2. Breakdown blocks:
   Divide General Psychiatry into 6 departments and 1 transport corridor; Divide BUP according to program, especially separate single-patient ward and apartment ward.

3. Respond to Daylight Design:
   Considering the shortest daylight time, arrange the same-distance gap (12m) in between 6 departments, which is same for BUP ward. Then, stagger each department in same distance to guarantee enough daylight and breakdown the corridor as connection of each two departments.

4. Separate “Hot Floor”:
   Making use of the height difference of topography, move the Emergency department, ECT, and the fast track of BUP Emergency to the LEVEL 1 (+91.500). The ambulance flow is extended from the original one and turned north, went down to the LEVEL 1.
5 Meet nature:
Interaction between the building and nature is significant, thus create courtyards in each functional blocks. The stream in the site is additional value which can be transferred to courtyard view.

6 Functional layout:
All departments are arounded the public area as the centre and one wide corridor as the connection that can reach any department.

7 Respond to Daylight Design:
Since the double-pitch roof wooden cabin is the vision forward area, the height of house is key consideration when it has to meet the needs of sun angle. Considering of the low angle in winter, I proposed that the sunshine duration has to be guaranteed at least at noon for one hour, which can decide the roof angle and the building height.
5.6 Project

Flow
6 BUP PROJECT
6.1 Context

forest trail stream
6.2 Vision

In this thesis, I want to achieve activity promotion by lifting four activities to enrich patients' daily life: learn, play, youth work, and leisure therapy.

**LEARN.** As one required function, educational spaces is basic for youth during their inpatient period. This can happen in classroom, information points that spreading out in whole common area, and patients' own room.

**PLAY.** Diverse play activities fulfill patients' needs to bring them to normal life, which take place in activity bubble, day room, common area, therapy room, and courtyard.

**YOUTH WORK.** This is not only a volunteer activity, but also an opportunity to work with others for promoting communication and recovery process. The special design is activity bubble, meanwhile, day room, common area, and courtyard are fittable.

**LEISURE THERAPY.** Although I want to design the environment as daily as possible, the project is still a psychiatric institution. Thus, therapies with enjoyable and leisure character are encouraged such as sense-sensitive therapy, horticultural therapy, exercise therapy, etc., which involve more patients participation. These can happen in therapy room, Snoezelen room, courtyard, etc.
Create a variety of spaces for public or private properties in different degree, then use them to form the multi-layer spatial transition. This is not only for functional arrangement, but also for patients which can help them to open their mind step by step and avoid the aggressive response of obvious spatial change.
6.3 Daylight Study

Daylight Condition in Single Patient Room
Focus on healing environment of most motional spaces: Single Patient Room
- living spaces + can be applied to APARTMENT ROOM
- influence elements of indoor quality
- create appropriate atmosphere

Before I start this study, I considered four matter factors in general single patient room and decided how to control these aspects.

**Matter Factors**

1. **Width & Depth of Room**

2. **Window Type**

   - **TYPE A**
     - Triangular Oriel Window
     - projecting distance: 300mm
   - **TYPE B**
     - Square Bay Window 1
     - projecting distance: 750mm
   - **TYPE C**
     - Square Bay Window 2
     - projecting distance: 450mm

3. **Window Size --- Rough Opening**

   According to the mean height of patients (age 10-18)
   \( H_1 \)---(age 10) female mean eye height, 1310mm
   \( H_2 \)---(age 18) male mean eye height, 1720mm

   \( D \)---distance between window and people
   \( k = D \times \tan 30' \)
   \( O \)---window rough opening

4. **Shape of Inner Wall --- Partition Wall for Hygiene Room**

   width:3600  width:4200  width:4800
There are 4 criteria that can help me to evaluate each room type and analyse the result of this daylight stimulation study.

- Be able to get abundant direct sunlight
- Good view to outside with easy eye travel
- Good reflecting daylight environment
- Accessibility & Space for daily behaviour (eg. one extra bed for relative/read and write)

Before the introduction of model study, this guide is helpful to understand and clarify the expression of whole model process.

Model Process Guide
Then I started my physical model study. During this study, I use daylight lamp to stimulate the real daylight conditions via adjusting the light intensity and angle of the picked time both in summer and winter. Now I’m showing all photos of different room types that based on time and 4 material factors.

**Model Process**

**Summer Solstice 9.00**
Sun’s path on the 21st June

**Winter Solstice 9.00 (Sunrise)**
Sun’s path on the 21st December

**Summer Solstice 12.00**
Sun’s path on the 21st June

**Winter Solstice 12.00**
Sun’s path on the 21st December

Model Process
Mainly according to the 4 criteria that I listed before, I picked up the room types that fulfill all criteria then compared their best daylight condition time and the spatial quality at that time. At last, I chose the best room prototype to show the healing environment.

**Analysis & Result**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room Width</th>
<th>3600</th>
<th>4200</th>
<th>4800</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type A</td>
<td>O₃</td>
<td>O₂</td>
<td>O₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type B</td>
<td>O₃</td>
<td>O₃</td>
<td>O₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type A</td>
<td>O₂</td>
<td>O₃</td>
<td>O₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type B</td>
<td>O₃</td>
<td>O₃</td>
<td>O₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type C</td>
<td>O₂</td>
<td>O₃</td>
<td>O₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type A</td>
<td>O₃</td>
<td>O₃</td>
<td>O₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type B</td>
<td>O₃</td>
<td>O₃</td>
<td>O₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type C</td>
<td>O₃</td>
<td>O₃</td>
<td>O₃</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Step 1**

Pick Up Photos
This is a combination of the 2 room types that I picked up. I did some adjustment such as bay window design and step-back some portion of outer wall to gain more daylight.
6.4 Project

RECEPTION PERSPECTIVE
view through --- way finding
patient ward---private zone
patient activity area---semi-private zone
sharing space---public zone
therapy zone
consulting zone
staff zone (break down the volume to achieve overview and expedition)
track to ECT
fast track from ambulance

Functional Layout
Section A-A
1:100
**Structure Explosive**

**Double-pitch Roof House Structure:**
Application of glulam beam for roof truss.

There are 2 types according to different roof inclination and spans:
- Treledsram: spans up to 25m / roof inclination 15° - 30°;
- Boomerang: spans up to 30m / roof inclination 7° - 15°.

According to Moelven Industrier, calculate the suitable size of glulam beam for each part. 650*110 is suitable for all.
DETAIL SECTION

Bay window in single patient room

1:20
Daylight has two-sided impact on interior environment. On one hand, as my model study demonstrated, there is no doubt that abundant importing natural light is ideal for healing environment, especially in Sweden context. On the other hand, it can be overheated thanks to the heat accumulation by bigger window rough opening especially in summertime. The indoor temperature could be too high to stay. Thus, sun protection is necessary. I take two measures to balance the thermal environment. One is extending the roof, which can not stretch too long because of the structure. The other method is installation of roll-up awning, which is kept the same angle as the roof inclination.
Single patient room, for adolescents, aims to not only fulfill NU hospital group’s requirement, but also provide an appropriate therapeutic environment during their inpatient period, even have advantage for their growth.

As one outcome of daylight design, this type of bay-window is multi-functional. The patient can reach more daylight, meanwhile, it offers a open indoor spatial impression for both patients and visitors. There is also a hidden cabinet under the sill.

Considering of family perspective, an extra foldable bed is installed along the inner wall for his or her parent to accompany overnight, which is combined with a foldable desk to meet quite study needs.

There are two cork wood finish wall for the patient to design and decorate by himself or herself. One is just next to the patient room door that can be information board, while the other one is facing the bed and next to the window for creation.
1 bay window + hidden cabinet
2 foldable bed with desk
   wood panel finish
3 cork wood finish wall
4 lounge
Activity Bubble is a type of individual space separated from whole building structure, and is designed for youth work or team activity, which is also a good way to promote patients' both physical and mental health.
Multi-layer Transition

Environment 3

Common Area
Gross Area: 21.5 sqm (without corridor)

Plan 1:100
This common area, together with open corridor, is a part of public-layer. As showing in section A-A, the spatial transition is from single patient room, to semi-private corridor, to open corridor, to nature. This transition also reflects spatial impression which is from private, to semi-private, to indoor public, to the outdoor.

This position can be best view position because of the continuous glass facade. The transparency of the corridor connecting to the apartment ward also gives more possibilities of nature and daylight.
Meet Others

Environment 4
Day Room
Gross Area: 23.1 sqm

With good views towards the courtyard, day room is more than a place for communication between different people, but a health promoting place from outdoor nature and indoor activities.
Meet Yourself

Environment 5 Meditation Area
Gross Area: 21.7 sqm

The meditation area contains two private glass rooms and sharing space with cozy sofas and the view towards outdoor. The glassrooms balance the privacy and staff supervision in certain degree and support the sharing space more personal environment.

Regarding as an ending point of this west-east corridor, this space with glass curtain window provides wayfinding. Besides, the sky windows above also create more obvious leading sign with daylight.
7 REFLECTION
Section Model Reflection

After the project design, I tested the daylight condition through the multi-layer transition zone - common corridor, semi-private corridor, single patient room - by photographing the physical section model under real natural light.

In my view, thanks to big windows, glass wall, and skylight, this zone is capable of providing enough sunshine duration and good luminous environment. However, the common corridor may needs full-spectrum lighting after the noon.
Conclusion

Four months' thesis journey temporarily comes to an end. It is glad that I reached most targets and gained so much that unexpected.

Daylight Design Extension. The daylight study that focused on single patient room has chances to improve. I will learn deeper knowledge, conduct more workshops, and finally generate, if time permits, relatively mature and complete daylight design suggestion at the end. After that, the suggestion can be utilised in other spaces such as general hospital, care centre, school, residence, etc.

Learn By Process. During carrying the thesis forward, several concepts other than my focus have kept jumping out. Some of them are inspiring and valuable while others are disturbance. Thus, the first thing I summarised from the work is clarifying my ideas in order to insist on what I really want to achieve. The other tip is taking a step backward sometime. It is an efficient way to revise and develop. Moreover, maybe something new is ready to be discovered.

Not Only Daylight. I realised that there are a great deal of matter factors impacting on the healing environment when I just started my thesis. However, the daylight factor caught my eyes so early due to my personal interests and Swedish context. Now I hope that I will have opportunities to think about other factors, develop systematic methods, and apply them into better therapeutic environment and recovery process.

Healthcare architecture should be paid more attention by the public. It is not only social service facilities, but also spaces promoting health and enhance life qualities, which can be regarded as care spirit that spread in daily life.
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